A system of differential equations (Navier-Stokes, continuity, heat conductivity) is used to solve convective heat transfer problems. While solving Navier-Stokes equation, it is usually assumed that tangent stress is proportional to the velocity gradient. This assumption is valid with a small velocity gradient, for example, near an axis of the channel, but velocity gradient can be very large near the channel wall. Our paper shows that if we accept power law instead of linear law for tangential stress, then the velocity profile for creeping, laminar, and turbulent flow in the channel can be calculated without using Navier-Stokes equation. Also, in this case Navier-Stokes equation itself changes: the coefficient of dynamic viscosity changes its value from normal (in case of the creeping flow) to tending to infinity (in case of the well-developed turbulent flow).
Introduction
The Navier-Stokes equation is used while solving convective heat transfer problems in channels. While mathematical equations like Navier-Stokes describe not the motion of a viscous fluid itself but its model, the assumptions made in deriving the equation determine the boundaries of the model validity. In a case of a laminar flow, the results of heat transfer calculations using Navier-Stokes model agree well with experimental data. But for a turbulent flow a more complicated model is needed in order to bring in line calculated and experimental data: in addition to the boundary layer, we need to take into consideration other sublayers of liquid, or introduce other assumptions, associated with viscosity coefficient. But even with all the additional assumptions, it is not possible to obtain an equation accurately describing velocity profile in channels. Thus, we believe that the assumptions made in the derivation of the Navier-Stokes equation are not sufficient to accurately describe the motion of a viscous fluid, and another approach is needed.
Velocity profile calculations in channels
If we know velocity distribution over the channel section, we can calculate flow rate and other flow characteristics. Experiments showed that in transition from a laminar to a turbulent flow of liquid in channels the velocity profile becomes fuller. But Navier-Stokes equation does not allow us to theoretically predict the transformation of a velocity profile.
It is usually assumed that for the Newtonian liquids tangential stress is proportionate to the velocity gradient ∇ = ∇ This expression postulates an instant emergence of a frictional force as soon as the velocity gradient is formed. But in reality the frictional force does not appear immediately, and velocity gradients needs to reach a certain value first -thus, their dependence should not be linear. This situation is similar to a movement of a solid body (for example, a table) on a solid surface. A table will not move if you apply a weak force. The movement will begin only if you apply a sufficient force. Expression (1) describes this physical phenomenon only approximately, and, at the same time, it assumes that liquid completely adheres to the walls of the channel, so velocity of the liquid on the surface wall equals zero. In physics terms this situation can be described as the liquid that can't move over a surface because the frictional force is so strong that it doesn't let the liquid particles to move along the surface, i.e. the velocity gradient tends to infinity. But this kind of reasoning would contradict a well-known assumption about linear relationship (1) between the frictional stress and the velocity gradient.
It would be natural to assume that the tangential frictional stress would depend on a velocity gradient ∇ , the physical properties of liquid , and the channel radius . The change in tangential frictional stress can be presented as the expression (2)
If properties of the moving liquid and characteristic channel size do not change, then equation (2) can be simplified, taking the form (3) = ∇ ∇ (3) If we are to assume, that the partial derivative of the tangential stress with respect to the velocity gradient is equal to a certain constant ∇ = , then instead of the equation (3) we come to the expression (4) = ∇ (4) Solving the differential equation (4) under the condition that the frictional stress is zero = 0 when the velocity gradient is absent ∇ = 0, leads to the universally accepted expression (1). This law is valid near an axis of the channel and when the velocity gradient is small. In mathematics terms, an unknown function of the velocity gradient is replaced by a tangent to the function.
When liquid flows in channels, with the increasing distance from the channel axis velocity gradient increases, and, respectively, velocity decreases, but not in a linear fashion. The viscosity coefficient , determined from the expression (1), ceases to be a constant. Near the channel axis the numerical value of a viscosity coefficient is consistent with the value found from expression (1). But when moving away from the channel axis, we'll need to add new values, similar to the decomposition of the function into Taylor series. It looks like in order to correctly describe the properties of liquid, we'll either need to introduce a new value, or to take into consideration the variability of viscosity coefficient along the length and width of the channel.
It follows from the expression (3) that the law of variation of the tangential stress of a velocity gradient depends on the form of the function that expresses the private derivative of the tensor component with respect to the velocity gradient. It's unknown how this function will look like. Liquid and gas mechanics usually use linear approximations, and unknown function is presented as linear. But we can take a more complicated route -trying to guess how this function will look like. Let's assume that private derivative of friction stress with respect to velocity gradient is not equal to a constant in the form of a viscosity coefficient , but follows the power-law dependence (5)
(5) where and -some constants.
In physics terms it means that frictional force increases along with the increasing velocity gradient, but doesn't follow linear law. Let's substitute expression (5) into the differential equation (3) and integrate it under the condition that if there is no velocity gradient, then friction is absent ( = 0, when ∇ = 0). Then we'll obtain dependence (6) Following Prandtl [1] , for a channel in a shape of a straight pipe let's express the frictional stress through the pressure gradient ∇P and the distance from a pipe axis r as an expression (7) = ∇P 2 (7) Let's equate expressions (6) and (7) and find velocity gradient. Taking into consideration a fact that velocity decreases (a negative derivative) from a pipe's axis to a pipe's wall, we will receive dependence (8)
(8) Solving the differential equation (8) under a condition that velocity on the wall is zero ( = 0, if = ), we will obtain the velocity distribution along the pipe radius in the form of expression (9) = ( 
Now we'll need to find experimentally the values of constant coefficients M and n (if they are really constant coefficients). Regarding value of n, we can point to some numerical limits. Because the value of pipe radius is measured from the pipe's axis, the velocity decreases from the pipe center to the pipe wall, and the derivative of the expression (9) has to be negative. This means that + 1 and the exponent for the radius must be positive. This can be achieved if we assume numerical values n positive or negative, but greater than −1. On the other hand, the function ( ) on the pipe axis has a maximum. The second derivative of this function must be equal to some negative value. If we differentiate expression (8) or differentiate twice expression (9), it will be easy to see that the second derivative is equal to some negative value multiplied by − +1 . To avoid function jump, an exponent +1 has to be positive. This can be achieved if we assume the value of n is negative, but greater than −1. Thus, it is possible to expect that in the experiments that the value of n can range from −1 to 0. Note that the function (9) ( ) must be symmetric, and because of this it imposes additional requirements on the choice of the value of a constant n. The values of n must be such that the exponent for the radius = +2
+1
is an even number: 2, 4, 6, etc. Continuous series of values n will not meet this condition, but discrete numbers will. Figure 1 . shows a dependence graph between an even exponent and value n. On Figure 1 . ordinate axis shows value of an exponent in formula (9) for velocity Expression (9) allows us to find relative velocity (the ratio of the local velocity to its maximum possible value on the pipe axis), liquid flow rate, and average velocity along the channel section. Figure 2 . shows the change in the relative velocity / as a function of the relative distance from the pipe axis / . . compares theoretical and experimental data. It shows the relative velocity / on the ordinate axis, and relative distance / on the abscissa. The experimental data are represented by dashed and dash-dotted lines (curves 2-5). Theoretical curves as solid lines are shown as line 7 for = 4, line 1 for = 10, and line 6 for = 12. As can be seen from Fig. 3 , for the curve with = 4, the theoretical and experimental data coincide better in the area closer to the channel axis (up to = 0.5 − 0.6), and diverge considerably at a distance from the wall = 0.7 − 0.9. With an increase in the value of to 10-12, the discrepancy of the relative velocities grows when it is closer to the axis of the pipe, but decreases at the wall. Currently, the development of a flow (laminar or turbulent) is judged by the value of the Reynolds number. In order to accurately describe the flow, the values of the viscosity coefficient that were found from the experiments with creeping flows are usually used, and in this case the Hagen-Poiseuille law is valid. As Prandtl noted [1] , at high speeds in wide pipes this law ceases to be true, and numerical values of turbulent viscosity exceed the numerical value of the viscosity coefficient in tens or even hundreds of thousands of times.
The viscosity coefficient for creeping flows is equal to the constant M when = 0. With the development of turbulence, the viscosity becomes turbulent, and at the limit when → −1 the viscosity coefficient tends to infinity ( → ∞), though it follows from Nikuradze's experiments that the viscosity coefficient only exceeds the value of the constant M by one order of magnitude.
Engineering calculations often use average velocity values. To find them, it is sufficient to divide the flow rate by the area of the channel section for flow passage. Knowing the local velocity values from expression (9), we can find the fluid flow Q for a cylindrical pipe
Respectively, the average speed of the channel cross section < > < >= 2 = + 2 3 + 4 •
The bounds of the validity of the Navier-Stokes equation
The Navier-Stokes equation for an incompressible fluid in the absence of mass forces is written in the form (11)
Here ̅ is velocity vector, t is time, is density of the liquid, P is pressure, is the coefficient of dynamic viscosity, ∇ and ∆ are the Hamiltonian and Laplacian operators.
To express frictional forces in equation (11), Saint-Venant (1843) and Stokes (1845) assumed that normal and tangential stresses are proportional to the strain rates. The assumption was completely arbitrary, thus calling into question the validity of the Navier-Stokes equation for describing the flow of a viscous fluid. However, as suggested by Schlichting [2] , obtained particular solutions so closely coincide with the experimental data that it is hardly possible to doubt the general validity of the Navier-Stokes equation.
Landau and Lifshitz [4] suppose that if velocity gradients are not very large, then we can assume that the momentum transfer due to viscosity depends only on the first derivatives of the velocity. The dependence of the components of the viscous stress tensor on the velocity derivatives with respect to the coordinates can be assumed linear in the same approximation.
In other words, the unknown function of the velocity gradient (∇ ) is replaced by its linear approximation, i.e. by the tangent line to it. An unknown function has been decomposed into Mclaurin's series, limited by its linear approximation. At small distances from the zero value of the function, this approximation is justified -for example, for flow in thin pipes, when Reynolds number is much less than 1 (creeping flows). In other cases, when the motion of a fluid is limited by walls that are not as close as in This means that the last term on the right in the equation (11) can change its form. It would be important in heat transfer problems with a liquid moving in channels, since the velocity gradient varies from zero on the channel axis to substantially larger ones on the wall. And the Navier-Stokes equation itself would require a refinement. The derivation of the equation takes the linear law (1), which is valid in the vicinity of the channel axis for small velocity gradients. At the walls, the velocity gradient is substantially higher than near the channel axis. A more exponential law is the power law (6). Let's introduce changes in the Navier-Stokes equation. In equation (11), all forces are assigned to a volume unit . For the frictional force , we can write it out as (12) =
• (12) Here S and V are the side surface and the volume of the selected cylinder.
Let's substitute in (12) the dependences for the stress (6) and the formulas for the lateral surface and the volume of the cylinder. We'll come to the expression (13)
When = 0, expression (13) becomes the traditional Navier-Stokes equation (11).
Conclusion
The proposed approach for portraying motion of liquids in channels at least qualitatively accurately describes transformation of the velocity profile in the transition from laminar to turbulent motion. It becomes clear that viscosity properties of a liquid, described by the viscosity coefficient for creeping flows, do not accurately portray motion of real liquids. Viscosity coefficient determined by known methods ceases to be a constant value. Depending on the flow, it varies within the limits of currently accepted values, and tends to infinity for the developed turbulent flow. New experimental and theoretical studies are needed to determine the coefficient of viscosity, or replace it with a more suitable characteristic value.
